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1 | C h e c k  A g a i n s t  D e l i v e r y  

 

On behalf of the citizens of Brampton and our dedicated City employees I bring to you 
greetings this evening. 

I would like to congratulate Frank Dale on becoming the Chair for the Region of Peel for 
the 2014-2018 term of office.  I look forward to working with you. 

I would also like to congratulate my fellow Mayors and Regional councillors on their 
election.  I look forward to tackling the challenges and opportunities we face together 
representing a diverse high growth region over the next four years. 

As the Mayor of Brampton I will continue my advocacy to bring fairness, balance and 
better representation for my community. Brampton is one of the fastest growing cities in 
Ontario and it is time the equitable distribution of representation finally be addressed.   

Today we chose a Chair for the Region of Peel through a process that I believe is 
flawed.  It is time for the more than 1.4M residents of the Region of Peel to elect their 
Chair just as they elect their other municipal officials.  In the interest of democracy, the 
position of regional chair needs to be decided directly by voters.  I look to all of my 
council colleagues to consider a more transparent and accountable method of choosing 
the Chair for the 2018 term. 

Over the last decade as a Member of Provincial Parliament and a senior cabinet 
minister I worked hard to secure investments to support a number of critical initiatives 
for our community and secure Peel’s fair share of funding from the provincial 
government.  While we have been able to secure increased funding in child care 
services, mental health funding and education – there is much more work to be done. 

From gaps in funding due to the use of an antiquated funding model – historical rather 
than population based – to the lack of support by the federal government on affordable 
housing, it is clear that we need to be more determined and successful in our advocacy.  
Peel Region not only deserves its fair share, but it is the right thing to do. 

So I thank you all for attending this evening and I thank my council colleagues from all 
three municipalities and the Region staff in advance for all the hard work we will do 
together in the future. 

 


